There is general agreement on this, but it is anybody's guess how long it will take to come about. However, nobody can be content with the 'long run' only; decisions are required in the short run which concern problems of urban and economic planning, problems of far-reaching social and economic significance. These [9] , [10] , [11] ) . [16] . For this purpose, let a and b represent horizontal control axes, interpreted as 'threat' and 'cost', respectively, and let z be the behavior mode, e. g. military action.
Consider the problem what happens under varying conditions of cost and threat upon a population whose government considers various combinations of 'hawk-dove' policy options, as displayed in Fig. 6 .
Option (1) A nation with plenty of resources feels increasingly threatened and, unified, gradually moves into moderate action. The resulting cost escalates, and as a consequence the action too gradually escalates. The threat subsides, and as a result opinion becomes divided between doves and hawks, but the government's policy is caught entrenched in the hawk opinion, and delays until A before making the (catastrophic) decision to withdraw, after which the cost subsides.
Option (2) A nation with more limited resources feels a similar increasing threat, but at the same time feels the escalating cost of military preparedness, and so delays any action until B, when it (catastrophically) declares war.
Option (3) Options (4) and (5) Two nations confront each other, and, both feeling threatened, start a costly arms race. As a result opinion in both nations splits between 'hawks' and 'doves'.
Although they may both start in moderately hostile moods that are very close, in one nation the hawks prevail, because path (4) passes just to the right of the cusp, and so this administration gradually adopts a more aggressive stand. Meanwhile in the other nation the doves prevail, because (5) passes just to the left of the cusp, and the government gradually adopts an appeasement stand. Both changes are smooth, and this illustrates the phenomenon of divergence.
There exists an interesting interrelationship of 'growth' and 'form' in dynamic systems, and there is a possible interface between our approach (as described in the previous section) and Thom [29] ), satisficing (R. Radner [21] ) or complexity-bounded search (C. Futia [8] , H. W. Gottinger [13] 
